DANIEL COOPER

President, Construction

Daniel Cooper joined Crescent Communities in 2016 and currently serves as President of
Construction. In this leadership role, Daniel, oversees all preconstruction and
construction management across the company’s national footprint. In addition, Daniel
leads Crescent Communities’ in-house construction company, Crescent Communities
Construction. With over 18 years of construction management experience in a wide
range of urban and suburban high-density projects, Daniel has successfully delivered
over 15,000 multi-family units and a diverse portfolio of Commercial Mixed-Use Office
projects and Industrial Buildings.
Previously, Daniel led the construction team for Crescent Communities as Senior Vice
President of all multifamily and commercial construction. Prior to Crescent
Communities, Daniel held senior management and executive positions for over a decade
at Fortune-Johnson, Inc. in Atlanta, GA.
Daniel serves as Vice Chair on the Design and Construction Committee for the National
Multifamily Housing Council and serves on the board for ROC Charlotte. He is active in
the community and volunteers at Habitat for Humanity, Atlanta Food Bank, and Kids in
Need Foundation. He is also a contributor of Promise 686 and Wiphan.
Daniel earned a Bachelor of Business Administration degree in Finance from the
University of Georgia - Terry College of Business. He holds General Contractor licenses
in VA, GA, NC, AZ, TN and FL.
Crescent Communities is a nationally recognized, market-leading real estate investor,
developer and operator of mixed-use communities. We create high-quality,
differentiated residential and commercial communities in many of the fastest growing
markets in the United States. Since 1963, our development portfolio has included more
than 69 multifamily communities, 22 million square feet of commercial space and 60
single family master-planned communities. Crescent Communities has offices in
Charlotte, DC, Atlanta, Orlando, Nashville, Dallas, Denver, Phoenix, and Salt Lake City.
Our residential communities are branded NOVEL, RENDER and HARMON by Crescent
Communities.
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